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charla: @mstina - thanks - will do
jake10684: (can anyone tell I'm an advocate for facebook?)
Emily K.: @jake10684 it was created as a networking tool for college students, but not meant to be
educational
suriawang: I like what that youn fellow just said. It seems to change the focus from the content to
the person. Students insert themselves into what's going on. They are investing themselves in the
community rather than investing in a grade...
AndyKohl: Has anyone managed to integrate Elgg with Moodle? There was talk about this happening
through some extensions.
jake10684: true, but you know about all the potential for application writing, right?
doug: How can we involve students to participate in the network if they are shy and have poor
keyboarding skills?
mrplough07: @ emily k - networking with students at school is educational, builds community
provides place to get help etc
La_tigress: @jake10684 I have facebook but I don't like it as much as myspace
jake10684: what is it that you don't like as much about it?
Emily K.: @mrplough07 i agree but i really don't think that was the creators' vision for it
Steve Dickie: @doug I set up a ning for my physics class and one of my shyest students was also my
most prolific student on our network
Holle E: Doug, I've found that my shy students respond more online than in the classroom..even if
they don't have good keyboarding skills
Jaten: @Suriwang ...I like what you just observed....WHAT is being invested in may make all the
difference in the outcome
Joe from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 70 minutes ago
sharroo from x.x.x.66 joined the chat 70 minutes ago

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 70 minutes ago:

@doug That is the great thing about social networking. Shy kids often find a voice online.

La_tigress: I guess the look mostly, actually I haven't been there in a while
cyndi: everyone's voice has equal weight.
jake10684: that's the thing I -don't- like about myspace...
Viking: BobCaro - by using the tools for our educational purposes, doesn't that teach/emphasize the
purpose of the tools? I think using these tools, allows the students to learn in a format they are already
(for the most part) familiar with and can feel comfortable with w/out teacher telling me how and what
to do.
jake10684: I can't read half the pages people make
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jake10684: and I'm not a fan of music I don't like blaring through my speakers without my
permission
jake10684: but it's all preference
Jaten: @doug As JS, noted in his keynote, sometimes the technology makes people LESS shy, it
provides a cover of sorts
afranz from x.x.x.35 joined the chat 68 minutes ago
AndyKohl: @Viking You're right. It also allows the teacher to interact with students in a way that can
build a different relationship. It's a challenge for both parties, but potentially powerful.
kcaise from x.x.x.6 joined the chat 68 minutes ago

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 68 minutes ago:

We need to teach kids how to use MySpace and other social networking sites correctly. Hard to do
in a walled garden.

BobCaro: @viking - I agree with using social networks, but teachers need to emphasize (strongly) that
a school soc-net has a specific academic purpose, where FB and MySp don't
Beth: @AndyKohl I agree. I have been able to connect with my students who are the hardest to reach
using myspace.
doug: About the keyboarding skills: I was more inquiring about what to do if the kids can't keep up
with the chat if they can't type fast enough
Viking: Exactly, that different relationship can sometimes be what the students see as a success at
school and can start a bad roll on a turnaround.
mrplough07: @sherrycrofut - not necessarily, because they bring those personal behaviors and make
mistakes in walled garden that you can teach from
AndyKohl: @Beth - Man! What a great feeling.
Joe Nowak: like saying vandalism is the wall and spraypaint's fault
suriawang: At the same time we need to teach kids how to do social appropriately -- I think that they
have a lot to teach us about social networking. We need to learn from us...
Holle E: Doug - Give them an opportunity to post their thoughts on a discussion as well
tpnyc: this should become a part of their social education - part of digital citizenship. educators/admin
need to become more informed - how best to accomplish this?
Eric Grant: in many ways, social nets are a safer place to make dumb mistakes
cyndi: agreed

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 66 minutes ago:

@doug Chat has increased the speed of my students. Great motivator!

Laurie from x.x.x.43 left this message 66 minutes ago:

We've been really pushing the idea of teaching being a good "global digital citizen"

AndyKohl: To be honest, I'm not sure where I'd begin to teach S.N. to a kindergarten student. I don't
disagree, I'm just not sure where to start.
suriawang: How many teachers do you know who can teach social networking? Not disagreeing with
Steve, but it's social responsibility that we need to teach...
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jake10684: I remember taking keyboarding classes in school and never learning a thing...once I got
into chats, I increased my typing speed to over 100wpm
suriawang: I mean, what's social networking going to look like when today's kindergarteners are in
middle school or high school?
Viking: I can't be exactly sure, but I do think that in myspace and facebook there are rooms that can
be setup for more structure where the teacher can set those academic purposes. Would that work for
your concern, or am I not understanding you fully?
jake10684: it's something that happens out of neccesity
Beth: @AndyKohl I have very limited access to social networking sites at school so all of the
connections were made outside of school. They thought that it was cool that their teacher had a
myspace site. It allowed them to get to know me on a completely different level.
Cheryl Lykowski: students attend school because it is social they are not coming every morning to
learn they come because their friends are there Why keep tem from being social then while they are
there?
derekeb from x.x.x.218 joined the chat 65 minutes ago
kbelzowski: What do people think? Create your own district social network or use the current public
systems such as MySpace or facebook from within the district? Why?
Ronlyn from x.x.x.66 joined the chat 65 minutes ago
Holle E: Are we teaching social networking? Or are we teaching a concept using social networking?
Guerilla education?

jacobsbl from x.x.x.43 left this message 65 minutes ago:

There are times when a walled garden is called for--simply as an extension of the classroom/school.
We do not allow just anyone to walk into the school and contribute to our classrooms. There are
still plenty of opportunities for reaching a broader audience but that doesn't remove the need for a
protected space.

cyndi: Our NH kindergarten teacher who won the Kaye Bitter award is teaching her kids every day she
uses the classroom blog and models appropriate behavior.
mrplough07: @ cheryl - what about when those doors close, and kids need help with something after
hours
Eric Grant: @kbelzowski might as well leverage what they are already using
cobannon from x.x.x.102 joined the chat 64 minutes ago
Jan: @beth Do your administrators have rights to your site?
charla: can you explain "walled garden"?
Porter Palmer from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 64 minutes ago
mstina: @Holle# We are educating students using socialnetworking as a way to engage students...
longhornkate from x.x.x.66 joined the chat 64 minutes ago
suriawang: Why not teach social responsiblity, and then let them use the social network to solve the
problems we present to them...
La_tigress: I tried to get my school to allow me to start a blog site on our server just for our
school...answer NO,,,we are not doing MYSPACE...
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jennifer s: Beth, I know of cases where teachers are crossing into "friendship" with students through
myspace. I personally think we should stay professional

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 64 minutes ago:

@mrplough07 True. I don't want MySpace or, in my kid's case, Bebo in my classroom, but I often
address with my students what I see with my kids. I hope to let them know others see their stuff
and hope they understand that isn't always the image they want to portray.

Holle E: MSTina...but in the sense, we're also teaching them how to behave responsibly on that social
network
mstina: #Holle, Yes! Social behavior is a great life skill!
LoriB: Learning is a social action. There is very little we learn in isolation, without connecting to
another person or a product created by another person. However, in our learning institutions, we spend
a lot of time trying to shut down social interactions.
mrplough07: Walled gardens are invite only, no ads, no outsiders allowed in
marianthelibrarian: Teachers have crossed that "friendship" line since the beginning of time!
Myspace didn't create that.
derekeb: @la_tigress part of the issue is that we need to educate admins the difference between all
the different types of social media
cdoty from x.x.x.66 joined the chat 63 minutes ago
Mary J: to jennifer s ~ I agree, this happened at a campus in my district just this year.
derekeb: most think social media = myspace
Viking: jennifer s - you are correct, but a teacher can bring a different 'professional approach' in a
networking site that may seem a little more comfortable to students while still keeping appropriate
boundaries
sharroo: @latigress thats interesting atleast you asked...i just created a facebook acct. to stay in
touch with my basketball players...my school has no idea
derekeb: also have to share how you're going to situate social media in a learning context
charla: thanks mrplough07
jake10684: @ those talking about social networking for elementary kids, ya'll need to check out the
exibitors...there's lots of people down there with social networking tools deisigned specifically for that
mrplough07: @charla- u r welcome

jacobsbl from x.x.x.43 left this message 62 minutes ago:

By walled garden I mean an inviting, easy to use platform extending social interactions beyond the
face-to-face that already go on. However, particiapants don't have to worry about outside
interference.

Cheryl Lykowski: @mrplough07 my students always had access to me after hours - through
email,home phone number
Jaten: @suriawang will give you an example of the suggestion you just made...about teach social
responsibility and use the network to solve
La_tigress: @derekeb I agree but they would not even listen to the things I had to say it was just
NO...
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Cheryl Lykowski: @mrplough07 I taught many tools in class and students took off with them and
taught themselves more at home and shared w/class
mrplough07: @cheryl- that's rare, and sometimes have lots of options for contact about help,
problems etc, is better than just 1 source
kbelzowski: Is there anyone in a district in which MySpace was filtered and then was opened up for
the students?
La_tigress: Asked about gaggle for my district and was told no also...
Cheryl Lykowski: @mrplough07 I know it is rare to give home phone I never had a student abuse
jennifer s: I think the mindset of using myspace lends itself to teachers letting their professionalism
down.
Beth: @mrplough07 I would guess that the vast majority of teachers would not be willing to share that
information with their students.
derekeb: @la_tigress tell them to stop watching Dateline NBC and check out the stats on cybersafety
BobCaro: @derekb - thank you for reognizing media hyperbole
La_tigress: @derekeb LOL... I love it... but I am not sure it will go over well LOL
doug: What about data privacy laws requiring parental permission for using a students photo?
Karen F: but isn't one of Jim's points that social networking does not necessarily equal MySpace or
Facebook - something closed and moderated (like elgg) is a very different experience than the open
social networks...
jennifer s: I think the issue I connected with was that the kids think a teacher with a page is "cool".
They probably wouldn't think it so cool if I only connected in a professional manner.
Jaten: @La-tigress Do you present your admin with what you want first? (myspace, gaggle, etc.) or
with the problem that needs solving first? This is rhetorical, just wishing you success.
tpnyc: how to kids response to "closed" educational sw experiences?
suriawang: Is anyone streaming this. Someone at the airport just asked :-)
Viking: Is there a problem with a teacher being cool? I don't understand.
La_tigress: good question, both
derekeb: http://psycnet.apa.org/index.cfm?fa=search.displayRecord&uid=2008-01689-003
sandy: my students like 'closed" SN because they don't want me in their business on Facebook or
myspace.

maryw from x.x.x.43 left this message 57 minutes ago:

do the panelists use social networking in their current situations, with kids or personally?

Beth from x.x.x.43 sent out 1 invitation(s) 57 minutes ago
derekeb: that's a study on sexual predators, kids and the web
charla: @sandy - very true - they get very upset when they realize "adults" come into their "private"
derekeb: good research
Beth from x.x.x.43 sent out 1 invitation(s) 56 minutes ago
Beth from x.x.x.43 sent out 1 invitation(s) 56 minutes ago
marianthelibrarian: I just checked and had 4 new requests from my students who want me to be
their friends on Facebook. Now I get to interact with them about books, school and other things I feel
matter.
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charla: ... "teen only" myspace world
RobJ from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 56 minutes ago
sandy: @charla, and I teach college freshmen so it is a little different than teaching jr high age...
DebbyK: derekeb: can you tweet that URL?
charla: ?tweet?
Jeffree: And share your summer reading list with your students?
Karen F: Sandy: there is a really interesting Frontline (available on PBS.org) called "Growing Up
Online" that talks about that exact issue (keeping adults out of their social space)
DebbyK: charla: post it on twitter
pjgiles: Tweet comes from twitter.
marianthelibrarian: Absolutely!
derekeb: @debby just did
AndyKohl: @Karen F - Excellent Frontline episode. Pretty good balance of opinions.
RobJ: Is it better to have a separate social network for school v. personal "facebook"?
derekeb: @charla a "tweet" is a message on twitter http://www.twitter.com
charla: thanks
La_tigress: @ marianthelibrarian I wish I could do that. If one administrator found out I talked to
anyone under the age of 18 on myspace or facebook I could be in big trouble. :o(
sandy: @KarenF. and I polled my students and they overwhelmingly said use something else., but they
LOVE using the social network.
Viking: I disagree with teen only if the students actually belive that, we have lost. We should work
w/them to be where they are w/out imposing 'big brother' while doing that. some teens actually want
that kind of security even if they don't admit it
Holle E: Rob - if not a separate Social network...maybe a separate facebook account?
Tgalietti: as a young 24 year old teacher, i experienced social networking all throughout high school
and college, but I would never interact with my high school students on personal SN sites
(MySpace/FB), but I am going in to implement the Ning this year
DebbyK: can't just read about social networking to try and understand... must participate in it to get it
Jeffree: Link to Frontline http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/kidsonline/
charla: @LA_tigress - in HISD (houston) a teacher got fired for having a myspace account
derekeb: a norton online living report found that About a third (35 percent) of US online children age
8-17 have made friends online. That percentage increases as kids get older: 50 percent of US teens
age 13-17 report making online friends. Some 33 percent of kids 8-17 report that they prefer to spend
at least as much time with their online friends as their offline friends.
AndyKohl: I think that creating a school social network will bring down the signal/noise ratio a bit.
Emily K.: i think it's increasingly the norm to be part of many multiple networks and expect separate
contexts for each of them
tpnyc: saw the frontline documentary - great info for digital immigrants (ie parents, educators). About
student response - do they like closed sw that is classroom/subject based?
RobJ: should we only use one and teach students to make distinctions?
La_tigress: @charla... for just having it...that is not right...I hope they fought it
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derekeb: a good strategy is to start by creating a yahoo group, ning, yackpack or facebook group just
for faculty
marianthelibrarian: It helps that I have two teenage children myself who urged me to get an
account. I live in a small town and know many of these kids through their parents, anyway.
Porter Palmer from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 52 minutes ago
Phil LG: @Emily, that is exactly where we are- different apps for different purposes
derekeb: teachers won't use social media with students until they feel comfortable using and
understanding it by actual practice
jake10684: @charla; could you go in to that more? was it just -having- a page? or did she write or
post something deemed inappropriate?
Karen F: @robj - don't you use different email accounts for personal and professional reasons - why
not the same in social networks?
Holle E: Good Idea @Derek, I use it to communicate to the faculty in my division
RobJ: great point!
Holle E: That's our start for getting them to use it in their courses

maryw from x.x.x.43 left this message 51 minutes ago:

i wonder is we created a special social network for educational purposes if it would lessen the
problem of students trying to get around the filter in order to access myspace?

La_tigress: @marianthelibrabrian I am in a "rural area" also... but still not allowed
charla: @La_tigress - yep, just having it with bathing suit pictures - this happened in April, 2008 -
don't know if it is being fought - but the district sent out a blanket e-mail warning teachers about their
pages and the morality of the content on them.
derekeb: same thing with wikipedia, instead of saying it's bad, have students look up a topic on
wikipedia and then fact check it using "traditional" resources, if they find factual errors, then have them
update the page
doug: Has anyone used a chat room to connect students within the same school or a different school
as an instructional tool?
suriawang: Are we spending too much time trying to educationize social networks? Are we missing
some educational potential by looking through our own specticles...
RobJ: Chat room connections--will next year
derekeb: that is providing them with media literacy skills
derekeb: and a critical eye for what they read on the web
George: Education is going through a transformation as it relates to how kids learn. The web 2.0 tools
and the coming Web 3.0 concepts will play a big role in the shaping of educational delivery
tpnyc: what if...students in a class helped the teacher in set up an sw experience for the class around
a specific topic?
La_tigress: @charla...ok pictures and stuff like that I keep appropriate anyway... cause I know my
kids go to my page even though I can't have them as a friend
marianthelibrarian: How can we talk to kids about these tools--their benefits, their dangers--if they
perceive that we're totally clueless about these networks?
derekeb: this is a great social media safety resource http://www.connectsafely.org/
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George: Friedman's Book The World is Flat hit the nail on the head with regard to so much of this....
Karen F: @doug - if you go discussion board vs. live chat, you allow the slow typists to keep pace -
have you tried videoconferencing between the two (iChat AV, Skype)? We've done some very cool
projects with them, and the kids love the video interactions.
Jeffree: CircusSpace is using ning with their own url. http://circuspace.ning.com/
Viking: marianthelibrian - exactly you hit the nail on the head
derekeb: and here is another great resource to see what kids are doing: http://www.ypulse.com/
DebbyK: is this being podcast? if not, it should be
doug: What are some ways to assess what a student has learned from their participation in a sw?
George: Emily, I currently have five ning accounts and I have a Tapped In account as well as a My
Space account
derekeb: and this is a good book on teens and tweens and what they are doing online
http://www.totallywiredbook.com/
George: I use Google Docs and Yahoo Groups as well.
derekeb: by anastasia goodstein who spoke yesterday at NECC; there is also a discussion guide that i
can post in the Ning
marianthelibrarian: Great questions, Dougl. If we can show learning, administrators are more likely
to support using these.
charla: @derekb - thanks that would be great
Porter Palmer from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 46 minutes ago
Karen F: @derekeb - do you have these links on del.icio.us? having trouble keeping up with the chat,
live, and cutting and pasting the link text
Jan from x.x.x.66 joined the chat 46 minutes ago
JK: students.saugususd.org

Laurie from x.x.x.43 left this message 45 minutes ago:

We just got our google domain- all teachers and students will have accounts by the start of the
year. Anyone else doing this? If so- I'd love to chat.

jake10684: why do we have to constantly asses them? why can't we celebrate them? if they're
learning, why are we so worried about it?
derekeb: @karenF http://del.icio.us/debaird and also on my blog http://www.debaird.net
George: Joy and Felecia what do you use?
necc: we use gaggle.net free version
AndyKohl: http://classroom.4teachers.org/
Steve D: Woohoo! Just got wifi back!
doug: Assessment, although overdone, is a necessary part of teaching. I need to know if the activity
hit the mark. It also helps get admin. on board
Barbara from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 43 minutes ago
Steve D: @derekeb Anastasia's book is fantastic. Well worth reading for both teachers and parents.
JK: http://classroom.4teachers.org/
Delta: I see engagement and learning
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Jeffree: @Laurie - Do you have teacher buy-in with using Google Docs?
jake10684: well sure, I see the benefits of it, but that shouldn't be the focus
Karen F: @derekeb - thanks!! looking forward to browsing your links
tpnyc: what's the process for getting a google domain?
derekeb: @steve. yes, anastasia's book is really a good place to start and a good resource for
professional development
jake10684: I think all too often we see students being "taught to the test" rather than being taught
the information they need
Holle E: @doug....the assessment could be in what they post on the discussions, or upload to the
pics...etc
Delta: Google and Virtual Chat in Bb
RobJ from x.x.x.43 left the chat 42 minutes ago
kbelzowski: @Laurie Are you using the paid Google Accounts?
Viking from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 42 minutes ago
Joy from x.x.x.35 joined the chat 42 minutes ago
jclaud: I have not actively used one for personal use but we are using wikkis with teachers
pjgiles: Couldn't you use google site for a domain?

Laurie from x.x.x.43 left this message 42 minutes ago:

@jeffree-- Teachers have really moved quickly to wanting easy, online access (for grading) and now
to easy, online student collaboration. So yes...I'd say so.

Steve D: Not sure if I'll have a chance to talk about it, but TakingItGlobal.org is a fantastic place to
use. I believe PA has put it into their middle school curriculum.
derekeb: another good digital literacy page for lower elementary kids and teachers
http://safety.yahoo.com/
Steve D: Public social network, but very heavily moderated and made safe for kids to be globally and
socially active.
suriawang: And the audience doesn't have to be Bangledesh. The child in the next row over is
audience!

Laurie from x.x.x.43 left this message 41 minutes ago:

@kbelzowski- Yes-- we went for paid accounts. We wanted the "human monitoring system".

Steve D: @suriawang very good point.
kbelzowski: Okay, Thanks
doug: I have these discussions in class, but face to face, they get loud and hard to follow when 6
different groups are talking simulataneously. On a chat room, kids can focus on just the part of the
conversation that pertains to them.

Laurie from x.x.x.43 left this message 40 minutes ago:

@pjgiles- with our domain- 1. we can create the accounts. 2. Kids don't have to give out personal
email addresses to each other.

Darren Draper: It sounds like we've been preaching to the choir...
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mstina: Others in another session want to know if there is a ustream of this session.
Steve D: Unfortunately i don't there is.
Steve D: Anybody recording?
Steve Dickie: I love ning. http://www.ning.com
suriawang: One of the things that I've heard from teachers who have their students blog, that the
less confining the assignment is, the further students will go with it.
abubnic from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 38 minutes ago
mrplough07: takingitglobal.org
joycevalenza: librarything, shelfari
derekeb: @darren ahhh those trumpets again! good point.
joycevalenza: flickr
Porter Palmer from x.x.x.43 joined the chat 37 minutes ago
jhoeffner: wikispaces.com
mrplough07: epals for global
sandy: I use "wall garden" saywire.com

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 37 minutes ago:

I have used Tapped In. Free classroom with chat and discussion board. All closed from anyone else
coming in.

cyndi: pwiki.com
Beth: Voicethread
cyndi: sorry about that - pbwiki.com
Joy: @George, I have a Blog that we use as a daily agenda. One student is assigned as the blogger to
record what is happening in the class. Other students can submit comments which I monitor and post.
I post only the ones relating to the class or celebrating successes. The students love these. No parents
have joined in (yet) but other staff members have sent messages to the students.
cyndi: wimba
Karen F: for anyone from K-12 - how would your districts feel if a university were to host (at cost)
these kinds of tools
George: Joy I am hoping to get our entire district involved with blogging using the ePals Teacher
Blogs....

sherrycrofut from x.x.x.43 left this message 35 minutes ago:

Our district is adding word press in-house

Ken from x.x.x.141 left this message 35 minutes ago:

another tool that is not quite as robust as ning is google groups

George: Joy we will also have that capability within Sharepoint....
cyndi: Kathy Schrock just covered a ton of these in her 11:00 session in the theater, the url for the
links is http://kathyschrock.net/muve
Holle E: @karen, our college hosts Moodle for our districts
Phil LG: is the fear of the teachers the same as the fear of parents?
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JK: ick. sharepoint.
kbelzowski: @JK: Did you open the teacher Elgg before Student Elgg??????
tpnyc: thanks, everyone - fascinating session - it would be great see where we all are in a year - how
these tools will have been used
George: Both will be protected either within our network or within the existing protective aspects of
ePals.
Steve H: http://socialnetworksined.wikispaces.com
jclaud: George, would you consider piloting this with students in Pam's class or older students?
Viking: I am in K-12 and I think my district may better support it coming from a university. I think it
would help with accountability and parent concerns about open fourms

Ken from x.x.x.57 left this message 34 minutes ago:

groups.google.com

Steve H: http://education.ning.com
Steve H: http://www.classroom20.com
Joy: George I have 4 teacher that want me to help them set up Blogs for next year. I wish my principal
would STRONGLY suggest teachers to use the Blogs.
George: Joy My Instructional Technology Resource Teachers would be happy to participate in
pilots.....let's see what we can put together!!!
cyndi: gcast.com - free phone based podcast generation
doug: have your admin run a staff meeting using a chat room. It will give each teacher the
experience.
derekeb: yackpack audio groups
Jeffree: OS X Server includes an easy to setup wiki. http://www.apple.com/server/macosx/
jhoeffner: @George - I use edublogs.org to post warmups and students rotate to answer. I also use
wikispaces to post dailywork, links to projects, homework, I put everything there. Students also post to
our class wiki - they post the projects. We create a winning wiki for the Fall EarthKAM mission 2007 -
the kids learn it quickly - one girl started her own wiki - studentbookreview@wikispaces.com
charla: @doug - the teachers would actually have to be able to type...

Ken from x.x.x.70 left this message 32 minutes ago:

gcast is awesome and I use it all the time. I encourage my students to use it too for class projects

Barbara: We are trying to find a simple solution to the myriad of tools available, and that people are
already using. We use ELGG professionally, but only with teachers that are tech savvy and comfortable
with this environment. The idea of BoF social groupiing is a good starter.
Holle E: @joy - Issue challenges - I challenged my faculty to do so...and at the end of the semester,
I'm hosting a drawing for a gift card
abubnic: Social Networking training for teachers and admins:
http://ctapcybersafetyschooladmin.pbwiki.com/
doug: @charla- we do have number of chicken-scratchers on our staff. Their spelling is also suspect
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George: @jhoeffner- We used to have teacher websites via eChalk and via Teacher Web. With the
advent of all of the new tools (ePals and our Sharepoint Services) I have eliminated the others in favor
of the free sites
derekeb: students are really a good resource, let them teach you (and their peers) how to use this
tech
necc: guys....thanks for the great session
Karen F: back of room can't hear anything she is saying
George: Teachers will have the ability to be even more creative in developing thier sites.
Joy: Holle Super! Are you familiar with Dr. Tim Tyson?
Holle E: no
George: vist me at http://www.frco.k12.va.us We are a work in progress.
charla: @George - interesting - our district is about to buy eChalk accounts for all of our district and
students
Joy: George what is Sharepoint?
marianthelibrarian: This may be a dumb question, but how do I access all this great material later?
abubnic: Tim Tyson - wasn't he the closing keynote at NECC last year?
abubnic: http://drtimtyson.com/
abubnic: http://mabryonline.org/
Joy: I would love to also do some sort of pilot
mrplough07: @marian - chat log should be archived on ning site for this session
cyndi: Tim Tyson is no longer in mabry, use the drtimtyson link
marianthelibrarian: Thanks. I'm still really new to this.
Holle E: @marian you can also hit the save button on the left
mrplough07: @joy -ran a pilot this semester, 200 kids and 2 administrators, went great, expanding
next year
La_tigress: thank-you for the opportunity to hear this discussion :o) www.myspace.com/latigress
tpnyc: We use word press blogging software, hosted in house, for teachers to post syllabi, course info,
weekly problems etc. works well - some allow interactivity; newer users just post at first.
charla: great session!!!!!
Barbara: One reccurring theme that I is strongly reinforcing my PD plans for next year is to help
teachers become comfortable with the concept of Kids Teaching Kids.
Karen F: who is going to archive the chat on our NECC Ning?
Steve H: I am!
charla from x.x.x.43 left the chat 27 minutes ago
longhornkate: thanks!
Karen F: THANKS!!! Several people in the back have been asking for it. :-)
George: Joy, sharepoint is a free service that is a part of Microsoft Server 2003 and 2007
tpnyc: this is one of the most truly USEFUL sessions!
marianthelibrarian: Thanks for a great session
Mary J from x.x.x.66 left the chat 27 minutes ago
derekeb: i'll add the totally wired teachers guide on the ning too
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Viking from x.x.x.43 left the chat 26 minutes ago
derekeb: @steveH thanks
Joy: George Thank You
Debra from x.x.x.43 left the chat 25 minutes ago
derekeb: i also have lots of info on web 2.0 tools on my LearnHub page: http://learnhub.com/users
/derekeb/lessons
derekeb: i also have lots of info on web 2.0 tools on my LearnHub page: http://learnhub.com/users
/derekeb/lessons
kcaise from x.x.x.6 joined the chat 16 minutes ago
kcaise from x.x.x.6 left the chat 11 minutes ago
candimeg from x.x.x.43 left the chat 5 minutes ago
cobannon from x.x.x.102 left the chat 6 seconds ago

End of chat as of Tue Jul 1 20:26:58 2008 GMT
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